Dear students of 10c,
as we now are in homeschooling mode again, I will give you work to do for the next two
lessons on Thursday and Friday.
Firstly, look that you do each task immediately after getting it since I will send some of you a
personal mail with a time to send your solutions to my email address. Do not look for “white
lies" like > problems with my PC / could not read it / have forgotten to do my tasks …<, you
know? There are certain students who ALWAYS “ forget "…
(To remember: leschniewski@gymba.de)
Ok, now your Thursday task:
You had to write a cartoon interpretation. On Thursday (29th April) at the time of our real
lesson I will mail the first students to send their interpretations to me. There will be a
deadline given.
Secondly, work at p.40 - The Comeback of the written word
Read the text and then do 1a (in complete sentences!) and 2 a and b ( in sentences and give
text lines!)
For doing nr 4 a or b (of course written !) start at first on p. 42 STRUCTURING A TEXT AND
CONNECTING IDEAS
Copy the headline and steps in nr 2 a , b into your folders (section: SKILLS)
Look at pp. 135 (writing skills S 13) , 139 (SF 17 Argumentative writing > copy all steps) and
178 (Focus on style L 15 ) for other hints and suggestions. Only this way you can improve
your skills and style. If necessary, copy some examples or word groups of your own choice.
Do not forget, the more linkings and examples you have, the more you can use and profit
from them !!
For exercises go to your WB p.22 and practise 7 a, b, c. Do everything with attention and
care. (I want to check!!)
Now back to your book task 4 a or b. Choose reasonably as I want to get some texts from
you.
You have time for the new tasks in two of our lessons!
With kind regards, yours Mrs Leschniewski

(To remember: leschniewski@gymba.de)

